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INTRO

The exhibition She’s Here brings together a group of international artists whose
photographic work addresses notions of representation and the construction of
identity in relation to the female body. Idealized images of women reach us everyday
through the constant flow of pictures distributed via the Internet, television and
other tools of communication. It is difficult to avoid being influenced by such imagery,
since it is the very characteristic of a photographic image to make us believe in it
and aspire to its authenticity.
The artists presented in She’s Here question that imagery by pointing towards an
alternative space, a space that the world of images hides from us most of the time:
in some cases the artists subtract media imagery through the act of combining or
deleting, in others they simulate presentation techniques used in the fashion or film
industry. Referencing the genres of portraiture, street or documentary photography,
the artists also comment on traditional forms of female representation, using the
camera as a tool to stage alternative dramas about youth, alienation, dreams and
sensibility.
She’s Here is a collaborative project between Kamarade, Stockholm and Fotogalleriet,
Oslo. The exhibition She’s Here will be on view at Kamarade from 8 to 13 May and
at Fotogalleriet from 25 May to 24 June 2012.
The project would not have been possible without the great enthusiasm and support
from the participating artists: Antoinette Aurell, Anne Daems, Cecilia Edefalk,
Icelandic Love Corporation, Jenny Källman, Anna Kleberg and Kaja Leijon.
We are delighted they have largely agreed to produce new works for the exhibition.
Maja Kölqvist’s early interest in the project and the design of the catalogue has also
been of great help. We would like to thank her for her commitment and we would like
to thank Peter Wächtler for his text for the catalogue.
We would also like to thank the Embassy of Norway, Stockholm, Patriksson PR,
Niklas Belenius, Lars Brönseth, Gustav Hallmer, Malin Huber, Printley,
Projektor/Sven Westerlund, Studio Mikael Jansson and Henrik Schmidt
for their support.
Amelie Edlund & Anna Kleberg
Stephanie von Spreter
Kamarade				Fotogalleriet
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In January 1621 the settlers of Blood Creek Ville found themselves exposed to an
insufficient food supply, two metres of snow and a general homesickness of oceancrossing dimensions. The town was still a young town, probably even too young to
be called a town. The fact that things were still open and that the local hierarchies
were not yet fully established gave way to a certain effort among the settlers to close
them down in their favour before they had to turn their hands towards the rural
labour of springtime again. Excluded from any kind of social progress for weak,
opportunistic and early dying generations in their homelands, the new world offered
a lot to make up for the settlers with vacant positions in senior guidance, religious
authority or business. The old priest the settlers took with them used to preach pretty
forthright, but since he had aged decades during the eight months of passage, nobody
could understand his old testamentarian mumbling. Accordingly, Christmas and New
Years’ celebrations gave a good foretaste of how local politics could develop in Blood
Creek Ville. One of the German freaks forced his shivering family to rejoice the
settlement with Christmas songs his wife imported from some Lutheran misery to
battle the strategies of a fat Irish bloke sharing out microscopic nut candies after
midnight mass in the still doorless church.
In the fields of crafts skills, behaviour and manners were compared, judged and
redefined. In those days there were too many carpenters and a loose stool, a drunken
brawl or a grumpy manner could already cost the local monopoly and would shorten
that man’s future down to the respective day after. The “Stop calling everybody a
colleague, asshole!” of a drunken shoemaker from Prague made the addressed rival
scrunch away the Czech’s right hand with countless precise blows of some medieval
hammering tool. So, the tension was high and the need for law and administration
grew. Speeches were given, constitutions and rules were written by those who could
use words and a pinfeather. Their authors pasted in all they knew about the tone of
official documents read out to them before by hostile sidekicks of snobbish aristocrats
and other invidious rulers telling them how to live. But the things announced were
useless and the tone of order confusing and the settlers were more or less sure that
it would be unnecessary to pin the constitution down if there only would have been
a little bit more food around to support the general spirit than that frozen lichen salad
scraped together from underneath the liftable stones. An old elk, which stumbled to
death over somebody’s wood reserve, helped Blood Creek Ville over Christmas but
after that there was nothing left. It did not help that the Indians avoided the
settlement and decommissioned their profitable friendship since some rude settlers
took the black-haired squaws as an add-on to the organic care packages handed over
to the starving Europeans. They only had themselves and a very thin “new frontier”
myth around that. The male members of the new society gathered exclusively and
thoroughly in the community centre, built partly from the cracked-up barge they
arrived in, still indwelling a notion of seaweed and cold mould. After long discussions
and hot-tempered panel talks the bearded settlers low-crawled home through the
snow with a mindset of rivalry, inferiority complexes and competition. With their
heads aching from anxiety they buried themselves in their blockhouses under layers
of ancient insulation, rubbing themselves against the equally unsatisfied companion

of their choice until they finally fell asleep. Very often a tenderly whispered
“Good Night” of loving care vaporized in the alcoholic-community-centre breath,
if it was not predominated by the wolves’ songs of a wide and dark, rock-hard territory
and its below-zero horrors amidst those the sad and misplaced peasants decided to
start a new life.
One of these homes was the blockhouse of Bob and Emily Griffins. The raw house
consists of one room with a fireplace, five feeblish chairs, a chunky, but unstable
wooden table and the small bed for the three children Christopher, William and Rudi.
A thick brown curtain separates the niche where Bob and Emily set up their bedstead
from the rest of the room. Wooden leftovers of the house’s construction period are
leaning against the wall, waiting to be put into the fire one after another. The watery
smell of snow-based herbal cooking and the smoulder of the moist wood burning
create a cosy yet slightly suffocating atmosphere. On the evening of the following
events Bob was still at the community centre to discuss a new hunting team strategy,
the three children already asleep in a packed nest of fur, linen and hay-filled potato
sacks, while Emily sews a pair of pants for William. He was bullied to give his old ones
to the singing son of the German freak and came home with blue legs, proudly
announcing to his parents that he donated his pants to the son of Blood Creek Ville’s
first real priest to be. Emily is concentrated and focused on her domestic work, she
holds up the pants to inspect the zigzag side seam she aims to decorate them with.
The light is bad for sewing, but two candles and the fireplace donate a warm and
honey-coloured light to the lovely face of the young, working woman.
Emily puts the pants on the table and speaks in the direction of the fireplace:
“Two days ago Bob told me that he and eight other idiots were searching the holes
and trunks for the hide-outs of animals which spend the winter sleeping and dreaming
in puffy, warm nests of shelter. Slobbering, sniffing, barking dogs led them to this
lizard or whatever it was in that hole. The dogs, the draught and the filthy laughter of
men woke it up. The slow, frozen vision of the animal’s eyes gazed at the intruders’
dirty hands. It could not move, nor could it change colour before it died, and as you
can not mimic the claw that reaches out for you, that lizard will never melt back to
this life. A rusty blade opened it up as if it were some kind of cold savings box for
bigger beings’ life currency. Only its eyes were rolling in awe and woe when Bob
cracked off its tail to clip it onto his belt and fed a quarter of its liver to Vulcano, the
world’s biggest dog. Reptile blood was spilled on the white snow. And me, I cooked
the lizard’s head together with a squirrel leg the day after. This is an imbruted and bad
place, it is already haunted by the ghosts we brought here ourselves.”
She pauses.
“I am leading a life that is easy to sum up to somebody if there would be anybody who
would ask about it. I am trying to deliver my tasks and I write positive letters to all my
friends for when the post office will finally open. The cold keeps me down, as anybody
else, but I have the feeling that myself, I will never melt back to life while crooked and
misshapen hands reach out for me. I am unable to move. I am tired of the lizard I was
last year and I am already bored with the one I will be next spring.
I am asleep. Dreams. My dreams are deep and sweet. Sweet, tactile and real. In the
majority of cases they are silent dreams, but still they make me overhear the howling
wolves and rubbing Bob’s grunts. More often than not I dream about a man and we are
standing on a pier, next to a ship about to set sails. He has soft and golden hair and he
is not planning to go on board with me. Unlike the mob boarding he has no luggage,

none at all. He also does not have any clothes on and we stand there and hold hands.
But the ship wants to leave, the seamen around me move in a professional bustle, and
of course everything is getting more and more hectic. They take my luggage to stash
it into the dark ship’s belly. I do not want to leave, no, no, no. Four seamen pull me to
the gangway, I try to free myself but they do not even pay attention, as I would be
another sack to load. The man finally lets go of my hand, they drag me into the ship,
no, no, no. But I still see him smile and how he looks at me as at somebody I would
like to be, yes, yes, yes. I see him smile with pride and joy, I see his golden hair and
I read his desire lips when they form a single word for my eyes only: C A R L O S.”
The flames are startled in the fireplace by a brief vertical blow that arrives through
the chimney to remind those imported flames that they will turn into icicles,
whenever they have to give up nibbling on this vanishing piece of wet birch wood.
Emily is scared by the hectic movements of the flames. She gazes over at her three
children sleeping under the heap of mixed textiles, her heart is pounding from anxiety
and a diffuse presentiment of creeping terror. She tries to focus on the finishing of the
zigzag side seam, when she winces heavily at three slow and heavy knocks on the very
door that one of the too many carpenters delivered just two weeks ago in exchange
for some pig skin curtains and a dusty beaver hat.
An icy grip fixates her on the chair while her heart hops around within her chest as
Jumping Jack himself. It could not be a neighbour, it could not be a friend and it could
not be Bob as he never knocked before entering any of her doors and if it would be the
German freak she would hear him and his breed jesusing. She tries to convince herself
that it would and should be a lost trapper, who wants to ask directions or the name of
the settlement as they sometimes take letters and parcels on their loner’s routes. She
stands up, evens her dress, turns around, approaches the door and raises her voice,
this time addressing somebody who was actually in the world with her: “Who is out
there?” Silence. “Who is out there, who is knocking on the new door of this family
house in that tired and heavy way? Speak he up, what is his demand?” The door was
delivered with a heavy crossbar in which the carpenter of choice invested a good
portion of his craftsmanship to make it at least look heavy and solid. ‘It would take a
lot of strength to kick in this door,’ she keeps saying to herself, when three new
knocks make the bolts and bars of the door tremble and dance. “Who is out there?
What do you want, what is your request that you so violently buffer about my door?”
Slowly, and as if the person would have already entered the room, her panicking ears
receive an “Open!” order to move the crossbar. Clearly a rude trapper, she thought,
they get so rude from all this loneliness and they fail to estimate the almost
supernatural strength it takes them to bear with it, while they sound more and more
like the animals they are hunting down. “I will open this door, in good faith, do not
harm my children nor me, my husband Bob and his powerful battering hands will be
home any minute. In good faith I will open this door.” She lifts up the crossbar and
pushes out the heavy iron bolt.
All settlers and especially the women are used to the men around them dressing in
whatever they find or kill, so that mountain-goat-beaver-racoon outfit was not the
most frightening part about the man who now entered the blockhouse, bringing so
much snow with him that it would take a spring on its own to get it out of the Griffins’
living-cooking-sleeping room again. The trapper’s face was deeply buried under the
upper jaw of that luckless racoon and all kind of fixings dangled around him, teeth,
claws, tails and bones. Emily’s eyes were busy trying to understand that fury costume
and to fight the idea that it was something that followed this man down here to Blood
Creek Ville with nerves and veins hidden in the dangling stuff around this rowdy
visitation. His faceless knock-knock voice interrupted her thoughts and it seemed that

the bouncing racoon’s jaw translated this person’s demand into a deep and
thunderous word: “C A R L O S.” Before Emily gave way to all the long prepared
feelings and desires, she realized that this word frighteningly sounded as if her guest’s
teeth would have grown too big to still use his mouth for talking.
Any sound has fled Blood Creek Ville and very little light outruns the lined-up
blockhouses when they step out on empty Wingdove Road. The snowing has stopped.
A waning moon shines on the land, recomposing snow, darkness and the settlers’
lousy high-street efforts to a deep blue sphere of anti-life stagnancy. Even the dangling
stuff around Emily’s visitor has paused its jingles, when they walk devoutly arm in arm
and with a confident appearance that all agreements possible between two beings on
this cold, cold earth have been made just before. They slowly turn to the right to
follow Captain’s Road up to the woods and emerge within them. It must have been
close to the little clearing where they left their footprints in the snow and on this
ground behind to ascend to a place where even Vulcano, the world’s biggest dog,
could never trace them down.
Three tough years later spring finally arrived. Oh, how much it arrived. With all snow
banned to join the crystal clear water in the creek, nature sent out its butterflies,
bumblebees and colour birds to surf through the palettes of blossoms and through all
that green, green, green and green. Everything was so jolly and gay, the animals were
going crazy and frivolous, the settlers got fat again and the air smelled sweet like cake
and candy, like dating and mating. The temperature must have been just the same in
Eden and the wind blew in friendly thoughts and fresh feelings straight from the Lord’s
morning breath.
But even He could not inhibit that two creatures came back to Blood Creek Ville to
finish unfinished business and to deliver unseasonal pain to the poor adolescent town.
When Emily and C A R L O S came back that spring afternoon, they first killed “Griefing
Bob”, which was how he was nicknamed at that point. They buried their vampire teeth
deep into his fatty flesh and popped his eyes in between their power jars as if they
would be coreless cherries. They surprised him, while he requested deep
understanding for his ongoing sentimental sorrows and worries from a giggling and
big-breasted farmer girl. They sucked her dry too and left both of them lying dead
and naked in the blood-smeared daffodils, which, after all, was Griefing Bob’s
favourite dating ground for emotional and erotic encounters. Then they went to
the blockhouse to get the children. They turned the two older ones into pale and
deathless comrades with centuries of childhood ahead of them, equipped with skinny
bat-like wings that would last them longer than to the inauguration of the Millennium
Dome. The four of them went to the woods to vanish again to darker spheres and on
their way back they emptied a blacksmith and two carpenters who by mischance
crossed their pathway.
I think they had some agreement with Rudi, that he should live to tell. Anyways, after
that he had to move into the town’s brand new orphanage, where he was the only
inhabitant for some sad and lonely years. Then Aponi, the Indian girl of whom
everybody forgot if she was found starving in the woods or robbed from her tribe,
joined the institution and Rudi fell in love with her right away and she with him. As
soon as they could, Rudi and Aponi married and settled down in Old Oak Hill, joining
its middle class with a small printing company, which later on took over the entire
paper production of the North-West. They were never seen in Blood Creek Ville again,
where one autumn morning, years later, the grown-up son of the German senator was
found without pants in the Creek’s shallow water, showing a heavily bleeding zigzag
wound on his bare cold legs.

This is partly the story of my grand-grand-grandmother and I always remember it
when I am searching the collections of used plastic bags which I store underneath
the sink. I do not know if my ancestors were happy and I do not know if I will ever
be myself. I do not know if I would go away with a vampire or a werewolf, if there
was one around to ask me to do so. I spend my days inside and I sleep most of the
time, as a deep-frozen lizard or as a haggard hog, or whatever it was. I do not have
to cross any ocean to diagnose that I do not resemble myself, the well-trodden trail
from bed to bathroom is more then enough for that. But very, very rarely when I rest
on my god damn bed, I dream deeply and sweetly and I see you standing naked on
the pier with your soft and golden hair blowing in the wind. And you are naked and
the ship approaches the pier, the rough seamen tie it to that iron thing and I can’t
wait to run down the gangway and throw myself into your arms and get naked too.
I see you smile and I actually feel how you take my hand and lead me away from here
and it feels so much, so much like a fact, like a reality that nobody would even bother
to question or to doubt. No, no, nobody would do that. Oh, how I wish I would still
wake up crying.
Peter Wächtler

BIOGRAPHY

Antoinette Aurell was born in Tokyo, Japan in 1966 and is a photographer currently
working and living between New York and Chiang Mai, Thailand. With a background
in fashion and portrait photography, Aurell has published editorial work from
1992—2006 for international publications including, Another Magazine, Dazed &
Confused, The Face, ID, Interview, Italian Vogue, Purple and W Magazine. Group
exhibitions include Alleged Gallery, NYC, Barbican Art Center, London, and Deep
Gallery, Tokyo and a solo show at Colette Galerie, Paris in 1997.
“She’s Here” is a series of portraits of women undressing loosely based on
Helmut Newton’s series of images of Vogue fashion models dressed and undressed.
In “She’s Here”, Aurell shifts the gaze from the male photographer to a woman.
She candidly documents the act of undressing, spurring a kind of liberation in front
of the camera by the women. The idea of beauty and perfection is broken, as the focus
of “She’s Here” becomes the authenticity of each woman. The project “She’s Here”
started in 2006 and is on-going.

—
Anne Daems was born in Belgium in 1966 and lives and works in Brussels. Her work
has been exhibited at Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, Paris, Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisboa, CIC, Cairo, De Pont Museum for Contemporary Art, Tilburg,
The Drawing Center, New York, Domaine de Kerguéhnnec, Bignan, Laura Bartlett
Gallery, London, Museum Ludwig, Köln, Galerie Micheline Szwajcer, Antwerp,
Nicole Klagsbrun Gallery, New York, Objectif Exhibitions, Antwerp, Tokyo Opera City
Art Gallery, Witte de With, Rotterdam.
In her photographs, videos and drawings Anne Daems portray specific qualities of
everyday life and draws our attention to the social and physical mechanisms that
facilitate the basis of our human condition. 72 Girls and Some Boys Who Could Be
Models was made when Anne Daems lived in New York in 2005. She photographed
young people passing her in the streets of New York, unaware of her camera. Through
the filmstill quality of her snapshots, Daems manifests her interest in people and
addresses issues on beauty, voyeurism and youth.

Cecilia Edefalk was born in 1954 and lives and works in Stockholm. Edefalk has
participated in numerous major national and international exhibitions including
Dia Foundation, New York, Documenta, Kassel, Gladstone Gallery, New York, Lunds
Konsthall, Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Kunsthalle Bern, Parasol Unit, London,
Wordsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, Hartford, Connecticut, Museum für Moderne
Kunst, Frankfurt am Main, Magasin 3 Stockholm Konsthall.
Using a work from the 1980s as a starting point, based on cut outs from magazines,
Edefalk presents the material in a new shape. Edefalk continues to inhabit the
interstices space between the personal, cultural, and historical that together create a
complex layering of feeling, knowledge, and meaning that reifies our everyday lived
experience. Edefalk’s subjects preserve their own mystery and express the mutability
of the self, the difficulty of summing oneself up in a single definitive image.

—
Anna Kleberg was born in 1970 and lives and works in Stockholm. In 2010 she
initiated the exhibition programme Kamarade. Kleberg’s work has been exhibited
at Andréhn-Schiptjenko, Stockholm, Bstore, London, Galerie Ilka Bree, Bordeaux,
Kulturhuset, Stockholm, Métroline 14, Paris, Malmö Konstmuseum, Uppsala,
Konstmuseum, Sharjah International Biennial.
Back and Forth, consists of a series of still images and a 16 mm film that share the
same title. An anonymous subject tries to balance a precarious stack of cardboard
boxes. Using her own studio as the setting for Back and Forth, Kleberg not only
examines the nature of the photographic medium, but reflects on the very essence
of an artistic practice. The use of analogue black and white photography refers to
photo-documentation of happenings and performances in the 1960s and 1970s,
a time in which female self-representation in the arts was at its height.

Jenny Källman was born in 1973 and lives and works in Stockholm. Her recent
exhibitions include Museo de la Ciudad de Quertaro, Mexico, Crystal, Stockholm,
Institut suédois à Paris, David Risley Gallery, Copenhagen, Hasselbladcenter,
Göteborg. Gallery Kalhama&Piippo, Helsinki, Tensta Konsthall, Stockholm
Jenny Källman works in the field between documentary and staged photography.
In the intermediate space which Källman creates she manages to set the drama
amongst teenage girls and young women, whose relationship often appears
ambiguous. Play suddenly becomes dangerous and turns into a struggle for power
which is an underlying theme in Källman’s photographs.

—
Kaja Leijon was born 1980 and lives and works in Oslo. Recent exhibitions and
filmfestivals 21:25, Oslo Akershus Kunstsenter, LillestrøKunsthalle, Mainz, Trøndelag
Senter for Samtidskunst, Trondheim, UKS, Oslo,. She participated in group exhibitions
and film festivals at the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Kunstmuseum Bonn,
Kasseler Dokumentarfilm-und videofest, Kassel, Kunstnernes Hus, Oslo, KinoKino
Senter for kunst og film, Centrum Voor Jonge Kunst, Gent, Kunstmuseum Bonn and
Bodø Kunstforening.
Kaja Leijon’s filmic work oftentimes relates to the medium of cinema itself, whether it
is by directly examining film and rehearsal techniques (Screening, 2011) or by
intertwining the film making process with the finished film itself (Resonances, 2010).
In her film Between Girls (2007), a group of young girls is observed in the film theatre
watching a film. The only light source is the film screen, giving a glimpse of their facial
expressions while concentrating and commenting on the films. Between Girls
investigates the dreams and aspirations of young girls.

